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Abstract
The completion of the Human Genome Project has opened up unprecedented
possibilities in healthcare, but also ethical and social dilemmas. Some fear that the
health concerns of developed countries will take precedence over those of developing
countries, thereby creating a “genomics divide”. This has led to calls for more effective
governance of genomics science and technology. On a broader scale, international
relations theorists have been arguing for reform of global governance frameworks in
general. One possibility for bridging the genomics divide would be through
implementation of three UNESCO instruments: the 1997 Universal Declaration on the
Human Genome and Human Rights, the 2003 International Declaration on Human
Genetic Data and the Draft Declaration on Universal Norms on Bioethics. All three
contain articles on cooperation between developed and developing countries in
knowledge sharing and capacity building. Other proposals include two different forms of
global network.
This essay summarises the relevant international relations theories, before applying
them to the case of genomics and health inequalities. It then examines the suggested
networks and their potential relationship with the UNESCO instruments. It concludes by
evaluating the prospects for effective global governance of genomics and the ensuing
implications for development in terms of health and healthcare.
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Introduction
The completion of the Human Genome Project, the mapping of the entire human
genome1, has opened up unprecedented possibilities in healthcare, but also ethical
and social dilemmas that need to be resolved. Some fear that the healthcare concerns
of those in developed countries will take precedence over those in developing
countries, thereby creating a “genomics divide”.2 This has led to calls for more effective
governance of genomics science and technology at the global level. On a broader
scale, a growing body of literature is arguing for reform of global governance structures
more generally, to address the changing context of relations within and between
different groups, often characterised by the allencompassing term “globalisation”. The
analytical frameworks used fall under various guises within international relations
theory: regime theory, global governance, civil society, networks and cosmopolitan
democracy. Behind this movement is the notion that the nationstate no longer has
sufficient capacity to regulate human interaction, given that state borders are
increasingly less congruent with the barriers, or lack of them, between people.
Those addressing how the genomics divide might be bridged, either through existing
mechanisms or suggested ones, have drawn on these ideas about the changing nature
of world politics, to varying degrees. One means might be the implementation of three
UNESCO3 governance instruments: the 1997 Universal Declaration on the Human
Genome and Human Rights (UDHGHR), the 2003 International Declaration on Human
Genetic Data (IDHGD) and the Draft Declaration on Universal Norms on Bioethics
(DDUNB). All three contain articles that call for cooperation between developed and
developing countries in knowledge sharing and capacity building. Other proposals
include two different forms of global network, one centralised and one made up of
autonomous units.
This essay begins with a summary of the relevant international relations theories,
before applying them to the case of genomics and health inequalities. It then examines
the suggested networks and their potential relationship with the UNESCO instruments.
The conclusion evaluates the prospects for effective global governance of genomics
and the ensuing implications for development in terms of health and healthcare.
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Regime theory
International regimes encompass varying levels of institutional development; they grow
out of efforts to develop collaborative arrangements, formally or informally, within the
international system.4 Stephen Krasner defined regimes in the book he edited on the
subject in 1982 as “sets of implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules and decision
making procedures around which actors’ expectations converge in a given area of
international relations.”5 Oran Young, in the same book, defined regimes somewhat
more loosely as “social institutions governing the actions of those interested in
specifiable activities (or accepted sets of activities).”6 Krasner’s definition has been
described as woolly, vague and imprecise by various critics.7
Regime theory allows for cooperation between actors, even under the assumption that
they are selfinterested and egoistic.8 A formal regime could emerge from collective
legislative action on the part of international organisations and eventually include a
governing council or an overarching bureaucratic body, whilst an informal regime might
grow out of a consensus of interests and objectives among participants, leading to ad
hoc agreements.9 Although states are traditionally seen as the principal or official
members of regimes, nonstate actors such as nongovernmental organisations
(NGOs) are acknowledged as playing influential roles in their formation and
operation.10 Indeed, in 1997 Young suggested that there is “nothing out of the ordinary”
about regimes of which states are not the key members.11
The power of regimes to enforce their norms or rules is limited.12 Since stringent,
unequivocal rules are usually more difficult to ratify than lenient or vague ones,
negotiations tend to be biased towards the interests of the most reluctant states. An
alternative to this lowest common denominator approach is to opt for guidelines,
voluntary protocols or resolutions. Where legally binding measures are unavoidable
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they can be diluted with loopholes and optout clauses. Increased flexibility allows for
fluctuating levels of compliance; should some parties fulfil obligations only half
heartedly the agreement does not have to be abandoned.13 Regimes confer a degree
of stability by allowing reciprocal expectations and mutual information networks to
develop. States will enter into multilateral agreements on the understanding that
although no one signatory will reap the benefits continually, each can expect to benefit
at some point.14 Moreover, these benefits will only accrue to those staying in the
relationship. Thus whilst realists are wont to reduce regimes to a reflection of the
balance of power, such that regimes will collapse when bargaining abilities or national
interests change, in practice the longer parties stay in a relationship, the more
interconnected they become and the harder it is to withdraw. “[E]ven though it might
formally seem as if treaty regimes have no real power over member states,” writes
Robert Goodin, “the informal reality is that they typically provide an awful lot of
leverage.”15

Global governance
In the era of globalisation, several theorists have written about the concept of global
governance. Pierre de Senarclens has commented that governance has taken its place
within international relations theory “in the aftermath of the debate about ‘regimes’.”16
The congruence between the two is evident in James Rosenau’s 1992 definition:
Governance…is a more encompassing phenomenon than government. It embraces
governmental institutions, but it also subsumes informal, nongovernmental mechanisms
whereby those persons and organizations within its purview move ahead, satisfy their
needs, and fulfill their wants.17

Like regimes, governance comprises rules, principles and procedures, but on a broader
level. Where regimes revolve around fairly welldefined issues, governance is not
confined to a single sphere.18 The machinery of traditional governance is interstate,
but private institutions are becoming significant in global rule making, to the extent that
13
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“some areas of global public policy would barely exist were it not for nonstate
actors.”19 Governance at the global level has arisen as both states and nonstate actors
have become increasingly interdependent.20 It is defined by Robert Keohane as rule
making and the exercise of power on a global scale, but by entities not necessarily
authorised to act by general consensus, with ensuing implications for legitimacy.21
Rosenau uses the same premise, but comes at it from a different angle: because
governance systems lack the traditional legitimacy conferred by, for example,
democratic elections, they can only be effective if the great majority of those they cover
agree to them. Thus governance has an inherent normative purpose; it is derived from
shared goals rather than formal authority.22 Some question whether governance can
(yet) be equated with government in terms of efficacy.23 Furthermore, according to
David Held, trends towards more fluid governing mechanisms are neither inevitable nor
irreversible, but contingent upon several factors.24 Nor is globalisation mirrored by a
growing sense of global citizenship; people’s loyalties and identities are still rooted at
local, subregional or national levels.25

Civil society
Global or transnational civil society26 is “the domain that exists above the individual and
below the state but also across state boundaries, where people voluntarily organize
themselves to pursue various aims.”27 It is integral to any endeavour to understand
global governance, because its growth parallels the decline in the legitimacy of state
politics.28 The efforts of NGOs to induce governments to adopt their recommendations
can lead to the establishment of the institutions, norms and principles (again, the
phraseology of regime theory is very prominent) necessary for global governance.29
Civil society engages in normshaping both directly, with policymakers and
businesses, and indirectly, through public opinion. Its part in engendering and fulfilling
transnational norms is becoming increasingly significant, particularly with regard to
19
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issues such as the environment and human rights.30 Concentration on single issues31
allows actors to “avoid the messy tradeoffs among issues that constitute the heart of
governmental politics.”32

Networks
Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink concentrate on “transnational advocacy
networks”33, which are broader than civil society per se, because they can include
governments and profitseeking entities.34 Nevertheless, they have as their central
motivation principled ideas or values, rather than material concerns or professional
norms.35 Contrary to the sovereignty principle, networks regard concern for the
circumstances of residents of another state as both legitimate and necessary.36 Critics
have characterised them as vehicles for imposing the preoccupations of northern
states and nonstate actors on social movements in developing countries37, although
as new forms of collective action emerge from grassroots organisations in the South
such

concerns

are

becoming

anachronistic.38 Differential participation
39

transnational networks can be a problem, however.

within

Whilst networks operate through

exchanges of information and services that are both voluntary and reciprocal,40 power
within them often reflects an unequal distribution of resources, usually in favour of
northern members.41
JeanFrançois Rischard has attempted to lay out a framework for “networked
governance” that is designed to circumvent the cumbersome processes of international
institutions to address matters of global urgency. Singleissue networks, known as
GINs (Global Issue Networks), will create new international public space.42 Made up of
representatives of governments, NGOs and businesses with knowledge of the matter in
hand, these innovative tripartite bodies will produce norms and standards and then act
as “rating agencies” to assess compliance among both state and nonstate actors.43
29
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Crucially, the timetable for action will be a lot faster than for a more traditional
multilateral institution, with the constitutional (that is, setting up) phase lasting about
one year, the normproducing phase two to three years.44 Norm formation could begin
once a “rough consensus” has been reached, comprising sufficient agreement rather
than full consensus, which would take too long. This would be done partly through a
“potentially vast electronic town meeting”, involving citizens responding to polls via the
internet.45 The GINs would have no power to pass legislation, only to encourage
nationstates to do so. Even so, Rischard describes them as “anything but soft”, as
their “moral authority” would enable them to engender strong reputational effects
towards both state and nonstate actors.46 This would, of course, depend on renegade
actors being susceptible to a burden of shame. In the context of transnational network
activity, Keck and Sikkink have pointed out that if governments face the threat of being
labelled a pariah with perfect indifference, as did Haiti when criticised for its human
rights record, a campaign will be ineffectual.47

Cosmopolitan Democracy
In 2003 Keohane wrote, “[I]t is no longer even a reasonable simplification to think of
world politics simply as politics among states.”48 As transnational political action has
grown, through regimes, governance initiatives and civil society organisations,
“overlapping networks of power” have been created that do not fit neatly within state
borders.49 The fates of distant communities are interwoven, thus local level economic,
social or environmental issues and events can have global ramifications and vice
versa.50 Decisions taken by democratically elected governments increasingly have
repercussions for people in other countries who had no say in their appointment51,
creating a democratic gap or vacuum.52
Intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) are also important decisionmaking bodies.
Such organisations can be somewhat ad hoc, with overlapping or contradictory
functions, mandates, aims and objectives.53 Within negotiations there is often an
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accountability deficit, due to power imbalances between states. Some countries can
afford to make available large delegations of experts to back up the official
representative, whilst others may only be able to send one person, who may not be a
specialist in the field.54 Despite these problems, Keohane defends IGOs as perhaps the
most accountable bodies on the world political stage, along with weak states. By
contrast, multinational corporations (MNCs), transgovernmental networks, religious
movements, terrorist networks and powerful states are relatively unaccountable.55
All these factors have led some to question the assumption that democracy must be
contained within domestic borders; why, indeed, should it not be “cosmopolitan”?
Despite much scepticism56, the idea of cosmopolitan democracy, to simultaneously
globalise democracy and democratise globalisation,57 has grown rapidly within
international relations theory since its relatively recent inception.58 It is described by
Daniele Archibugi as a “political project”, a term that denotes both its normative
tendencies and its instigators’ belief that it could bear tangible fruit. The project involves
regulating the dynamics of globalisation at a transnational level, particularly in those
areas where this would be difficult, if not impossible, through democratic means at the
state level. The state model of democracy will not be directly replicated at the global
level, however; a global government per se is not envisaged.59 Rather, the project
“attempts to specify the principles and the institutional arrangements for making
accountable those sites and forms of power which presently operate beyond the scope
of democratic control”.60 The notion of sovereignty and the concurrent principle of non
interference would no longer offer renegade states impunity.61 That a body should be
immune from the need to justify its actions simply because it sits within certain borders
is deemed incompatible with democracy62: “States…should not be thought of as
ontologically privileged.”63 Governance at the global level will not always be the most
appropriate means to achieve the project’s aims. Held articulates this as follows:
Today, if people are to be free and equal in the determination of the conditions which shape
their lives, there must be an array of fora, from the city to global associations, in which they
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can hold decisionmakers to account. If many contemporary forms of power are to become
accountable and if many of the complex issues that affect us all – locally, nationally,
regionally and globally – are to be democratically regulated, people will have to have access
to, and membership in, diverse political communities.64

The most appropriate governance level for any given issue will not be obvious or
natural, but Held sees disputes over which is the most suitable as preferable to leaving
problems to be resolved through geopolitics or market mechanisms.65

Cosmopolitanism depends on three principles: individuals are “the ultimate units of
moral concern”, everyone has equal worth and rules and practices must be universally
and impartially shared.66 Advocates of cosmopolitan democracy vary in their
prescriptions for how it should be achieved, but tend to agree that individuals should be
considered cosmopolitan citizens and as such should be empowered to take part in
policy formation at the international level.67 David Chandler and Marc Lynch have
criticised the project for its lack of practical application68 or supportive evidence beyond
“normative enthusiasm”.69 Archibugi acknowledges that cosmopolitan democracy is
likely to evolve through several campaigns that pursue realistic and limited objectives
rather than a oneoff, momentous shift70, while Held has made concrete suggestions as
to how it can be achieved. As a first step, the United Nations (UN) should live up to its
Charter. Beyond this, Held proposes concrete innovations, such as regional
parliaments, general referenda (perhaps similar to Rischard’s online polls), new,
sociallyoriented IGOs to offset the marketoriented ones and greater transparency
among IGOs and NGOs.71
Some authors have assessed the cosmopolitan democracy project from a developing
country perspective. Hassan Hanafi sees it as only a weak antidote to global
capitalism, particularly if it is dominated by northern culture and interests.72 Simeon
Ilesanmi defends the normative vision of socioeconomic and development rights as a
way to mitigate the deleterious effects of unguarded globalisation.73 He is more hopeful
64
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than Hanafi, believing this vision can be achieved if the global institutional order is
reformed principally by reference to its impact on rights fulfilment.74

Genomics and development
Fears of a genomics divide have been spawned by the precedents set by the perceived
digital divide75 and previous medical advancements: “Unfortunately, the undesired but
foreseeable result of medical progress tends to increase inequalities, because it is
oriented by vested interests and directed towards the rich instead of general goals.”76
Disparities in health, wealth and human rights are widening at both national and
international levels; those in health and healthcare are deemed the “single gravest
problem of medical ethics” by Solomon Benatar.77 Peter Singer and Benatar write of
the need to redress “one of the greatest ethical challenges in the world – the
unconscionable inequities in global health.”78 Poverty is a direct factor in nearly one
third of the global disease load.79 With this the case, it might be expected that access
to biotechnological solutions to illhealth would be of secondorder importance, after
more immediate remedies such as clean water, adequate nutrition and sanitation80, but
this is not so. Genomics is crucial to the future of healthcare, as it is likely to affect
disease diagnosis, treatment and prevention.81 In 2001, for example, clinical trials of a
DNAbased vaccine, based on observations that some prostitutes in Nairobi seemed to
have developed immunity to HIV, were conducted in Kenya and Britain.82
Giovanni Berlinguer distinguishes between “frontier bioethics”, which deal primarily with
future, almost inconceivable dilemmas, such as the morals of human cloning, and
“everyday bioethics”, which address “the daily persistent conditions of most of the
world’s population, often difficult and sometimes tragic.”83 The former enjoys a higher
profile than the latter, but they are actually closely related; for example, if
biotechnological sex selection is deemed acceptable in developed countries, this could
thwart endeavours to stop sex selection through infanticide or preferential feeding. By
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considering both types, says Berlinguer, it should be possible to reach consensus on
universal bioethical norms and values, perhaps endorsed by legal international
regulations. This is necessary to address the fact that science reaches beyond national
borders (Berlinguer cites transfers of stem cells, DNA samples and genetic data as
examples) and because “positive actions for health are essential on a world and local
scale.” This combination of the universal and specific mirrors the existence of both
collective interests and value pluralism within the global community.84
The existence of global collective needs would indicate that the interests of rich and
poor are interdependent. Though cosmopolitanism may be a weak antidote to global
capitalism, as Hanafi suggests, selfinterest may yet lead to health inequalities being
addressed. Benatar frames global health in terms of a new concept of security that
concentrates on improving life chances for everyone, thus negating the need for
military might (freeing up some of the huge expenditures on military research and
hardware85). “[I]t is neither beneficence nor altruism that are required to address
national and global problems, but rather rational selfinterest and a longerrange view
than we currently seem willing to take.”86 This illustrates how states will join together to
address issues if each perceives it to be within the national interest to do so, as
observed by regime theory. Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Abdallah Daar and Singer draw a
similar conclusion to Benatar: “An interconnected and interdependent world in which
the greatest majority have limited access to health care while the quality of life of the
minority expands is a recipe for social confrontation.”87
Any separation of public and personal health is a false one; the overall health of the
community is dependent on individuals choosing to take vaccines or treatments, for
example. Thus, “Bioethics for the individual cannot be severed from bioethics for the
collective.”88 According to Onora O’Neill, the preoccupations of medical ethicists and
political philosophers with, respectively, individual autonomy and justice within states
have meant that public health concerns, which must often be addressed uniformly,
compulsorily and across borders, have been neglected.89 She writes,
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Health economists and health policy analysts typically focus on (just) healthcare provision
within boundaries, and bracket ill health beyond boundaries. The huge health problems of
poorer parts of the world, for which public health interventions are often of decisive
importance, are then seen as matters for development programs and development studies,
rather than as part and parcel either of mainstream theories of justice or of mainstream
medical ethics. The common neglect of ill health beyond borders reflects wellentrenched
features of contemporary political philosophy, which has typically confined questions of
distributive justice within societies, and viewed transborder justice (at best) as a secondary
matter.90

O’Neill highlights some difficulties in bringing cosmopolitanism to bear on health
inequalities. Progress will be limited as long as the state is the key feature of the world
order. She criticises those who point to international institutions such as the UN and the
World Health Organization (WHO) to illustrate that states themselves have a global
vision, as they usually support such bodies out of selfinterest and justice at the
domestic level remains paramount. While boundaries do not have to be justified but are
presupposed, there can be no “full account of global or cosmopolitan justice.” If,
however, borders are considered arbitrary and obligations of justice fall on everyone,
richer societies should have to support public health in poorer ones, however distant.91
This is in fact exactly the type of shift that is taking place within bioethical thinking. Just
as political philosophers are currently questioning the ontological privilege of the
nationstate, so are bioethicists beginning to look beyond state borders. Some have
drawn a connection between economic globalisation and health.92 Medical research is
largely market driven, to the detriment of those suffering from diseases such as
tuberculosis and malaria, which are so widespread because “those who suffer from
these conditions are out of sight, their lives are not valued and there is an insufficient
profit motive driving treatment regimes,” not because they are untreatable.93
Furthermore, whilst those in developing countries may see little benefit from medical
research, they may well have found themselves participating in it: open access to
patients, lower costs and fewer regulations have produced a “research sweat shop”.94
As both a global public good (GPG), in that it is represented by knowledge in the public
domain and across national boundaries, and a private good, in that its applications
translate into marketable products, genomics needs a mechanism that will ensure that
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where the market fails, people will still have access to its benefits95, thus recognising
that returns on investment can be both social and economic.96 At present, despite the
pervasive principle of universal dissemination and use that is an outcome of the Human
Genome Project, the potential of genomics is not being fulfilled in the South due to
practical difficulties, namely lack of investment, infrastructure and expertise, fuelling the
genomics divide.97
One statistic that is quoted by several commentators and seems to have become a
kind of shorthand to describe disparities in health equality is that ninety per cent of the
$56 billion spent annually on medical research is devoted to mitigating only ten per
cent of the global disease burden: the “10/90 gap”.98 Benatar questions whether the
rubric of human rights is sufficient to counter this gap.99 In his opinion, human rights
declarations (of which the UDHGHR is one), have not had the capacity, thus far, to
guarantee access to “even the most basic requirements for a decent human
existence.”100 Moreover, declarations cannot prescribe ethics; rather, they need to be
morally interpreted.101 Like O’Neill, Benatar highlights the importance of duties in
upholding rights. The problem is not that the concept of rights is in itself inadequate,
but that there has been a lack of real commitment to it by powerful states. A greater
emphasis on social justice is needed.102 Singer and his colleagues hold up the “major
challenge” of health inequalities not only to the adversely affected nations, but to the
“entire world community”.103 This assumes an interdependence and civic responsibility
on a cosmopolitan scale. In a similar vein to Berlinguer, Benatar posits that both
“imaginative, global thinking” and “visionary actions specific for particular societies” are
needed to address disparities in access to human rights104, reflecting Held’s emphasis
on the regional and global alongside rather than in place of the local and national.
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Likewise, he and Singer recommend that international codes be enforced in national
codes and related to local situations.105
At the regional level, the first Roundtable on Africa, Science, and Technology in the
Age of Globalization took place in Nairobi in 2001. This “early consensusbuilding
effort” was greeted with enthusiasm by Singer and Daar.106 More recently, the Africa
Centre for Technology Studies and the University of Toronto Joint Centre for Bioethics
coordinated a Genomics and Public Health Policy course, the first of a series taking
place across the South. There were thirty participants from ten countries, including
representatives from government, the media, law, NGOs and academia, but not the
private sector (later courses in other developing countries did attract industry
personnel, however). One of the course objectives was to “to help [participants]
understand, anticipate and possibly influence the legal and regulatory frameworks
which will operate, both nationally and internationally.” Recommendations included a
regional approach as the key to reaping the potential benefits of genomerelated
biotechnology for health and development in Africa. The course begat much
enthusiasm among attendees, one of the outcomes of which was the creation of a
virtual network, the African Genome Policy Forum (AGPF). Unfortunately, although the
network

continues

in

email form

(a

webbased

discussion

board

proved

unsustainable), contributions are infrequent, due to time and technology constraints.107
Such regional networks could in the future form a platform for interregional dialogue.108
At the global end of the scale there have been several propositions for effective
governance of genomics. Dowdeswell, Daar and Singer, like Benatar, have called for
creative institutionalism. Initially they suggested a consensusbuilding commission as a
means to avoid one of the pitfalls of regimes, agreements at the lowest common
denominator.109 Their 2003 proposal in Global Governance reads as follows:
An appropriate response by the world community – governments, citizens, and experts from
industry and academia – would be to foster global dialogue and provide a forum for shaping
the necessary governance framework through a commission on genomics and global
health.110
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Of course, this presupposes that these various categories of persons do in fact form a
world community. Realistically, there would have to be safeguards in place to ensure
that the dialogue did not become dominated by only certain parts of that community. In
an earlier paper, Singer and Daar highlighted the need for southern voices to be heard
directly: “Those protesting in Genoa are not the ones who are sick in Africa.”111 In other
words, like Keck and Sikkink, they have raised the issue of the legitimacy of northern
based civil society organisations. The important viewpoints, they say, are those of
opinion leaders in developing countries.112 This assumes that these leaders have a
more rightful mandate, although in countries with fledgling democracies or poor human
rights records this may not be the case.
Dowdeswell, Daar and Singer, with Tara Acharya, have since moved beyond their
commission model.113 In a report entitled “Better Global Governance to Promote
Genomics for Development”, available through the Toronto Joint Centre for Bioethics
website, they have proposed a new global governance network as a means to balance
the risks and benefits of genomics and guarantee that those benefits are available to
developing countries, in pursuit of “the allimportant promotion of genomics for global
health equity.” They use words that would be equally at home in a paper on
cosmopolitan democracy to outline why such an initiative is necessary: “[T]he
governance structure with which we are most familiar – the nation state – is ill
equipped to effectively tackle global issues.”114
The network would follow the GIN model. Borrowing directly from Rischard115, Acharya
et al deem treaties insufficient to deal with pressing global predicaments on the
grounds that (as noted by regime theory) negotiations are a slow business and
adherence is weak, whilst global commissions are seen as too unwieldy. Groupings of
countries like the G8 or G20 are also inappropriate, because of their exclusivity
towards both states and nonstate actors. Thus a new framework is needed. The GIN
model is apposite, so it is argued, because they are quick to set up, inclusive rather
than “clublike”, responsive, flexible and equitable.116 “A major appeal of the global
network model,” write Acharya, Daar and Singer, “is that it…allows initiation and
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leadership from the South.”117 This seems a somewhat idealised view, given Keck and
Sikkink’s observations on power relations within networks.
The main objective of the proposed network, the Global Genomics Initiative (GGI)118,
would be to promote knowledge exchange, leading to informed decisionmaking “that
will help close the imminent genomic divide.” It would do this through putting
safeguards in place that would allow genomics knowledge to be openly available, thus
preserving its GPG status, but also minimise the risk of misuse.119 MNCs would be
encouraged to share intellectual property120, for example (something Merck did in 1998
through putting its “Merck Gene Index Project” in the public domain121). The network
would also request financial support from northern governments.122 Its added value
would be in its role as coordinator of the various relevant bodies already in existence
and, spanning the local to global spectrum, as bridge between publicprivate
partnerships and bilateral alliances and higher level international organisations.123
Acharya et al predict that these partnerships and alliances in particular would benefit
from membership of a global network, through expansion and enhanced access to
knowledge and scientific capacity. Learning is vital for the establishment of national
systems of innovation.124 Developing countries would be able to strengthen their
research and development (R&D) sector in genomics125, thus changing the frame to
one of genomics “by” rather than “for” developing countries.126 UN SecretaryGeneral
Kofi Annan has emphasised the importance of science and technology for
development, stating that no country can afford to be without its own capacity in these
areas.127 Similarly, NEPAD has declared science and technology as fundamental to
Africa’s renewal.128
The skeleton of the network is already being put in place: “We are now in the process
of bringing together some of the best creative minds from these fields [industry,
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academia, civil society, government] to begin the dialogue and to learn from their
experiences so that any decisionmaking will come from the bottom up.”129 Specific
activities will include foresight exercises, design of alternative financing and intellectual
property mechanisms and drafting of regulation in the form of (using the language of
regimes) norms and principles, “for the global harmonization of ethical standards
applied to genomic technology research, with benefitsharing and risk minimization.”130
At the same time, developing countries will need to secure their own, complementary
expertise in the ethical, legal and social implications of genomics.131

One hurdle that the GGI may have to overcome (as with Rischard’s GINs more
generally) may be in establishing legitimacy. It could well fall within Keohane’s category
of entities lacking general authority and there are question marks over whether it has a
justifiable claim to act as overall coordinator and how it will persuade existing
organisations to join. Under cosmopolitan democracy, empowering citizens to take part
in policy formation confers legitimacy. If Acharya et al intend to use the internetbased
polls proposed by the GIN model to do this, there may be practical difficulties. The fact
that participation in the AGPF online forum quickly faded, even among professionals,
does not bode well for such a scheme. In this sense, the purported digital divide may
well feed the growth of the genomics divide. Nevertheless, the emphasis on garnering
developing world representation and leadership132 within the GGI may mean that a
common weakness among networks, whereby actors in the North map their concerns
on to those in the South133, can be avoided.
Acharya et al acknowledge that the GGI may face legitimacy problems, but believe
these can be solved through strong leadership and broad membership, as long as
“champions” can be found among governments, industry and civil society. This may be
a problem in Africa, given the difficulties encountered in trying to attract industry
representatives to the Genomics and Public Health Policy course. Success will be
measured in terms of whether dialogue is inclusive and stimulates a sense of urgency
among policymakers to take effective action. Flexibility will be necessary in order to
achieve a balance between equal participation on a global basis and countries having
the autonomy to prioritise their own health agendas.134 Thus, in line with Held,
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Berlinguer and Benatar, Acharya et al recognise that though inequalities may be global
in scale, the right solutions may be localised.
The Toronto group are not the only ones thinking about how best to harness the
benefits of science and technology. In a Science “viewpoint” article, David Weatherall,
lead writer of the 2002 WHO report Genomics and World Health135, discusses a “virtual
global network” that has been suggested in response to frustration at inefficiency and
bureaucracy among IGOs. He judges that, “given the unwieldiness, political complexity,
and other uncertainties of major international organizations, this bottomup approach to
international health research has many attractions.”136 Interestingly, however, although
these words reflect almost perfectly the concerns of Acharya et al, it is not to their
proposal that Weatherall is referring, but to one by Gerald Keusch and Carol Medlin
that leading national research agencies (such as the US National Institutes of Health
and the UK Medical Research Council) form a health research network that will be
collaborative and coordinated but with each member remaining independent. They
advocate “small science” (autonomous, investigatorinitiated, apolitical), arguing that
“there is no theoretical justification for preferring a highly orchestrated, centrally
controlled effort to a decentralized one”. Turning the “10/90 gap” statistic on its head,
they use it to demonstrate the wealth of experience and expertise among the research
councils of the North. To prevent the network becoming a “politically correct, all
inclusive, but dysfunctional, tool for development,” only those research bodies with
established national funding and scientific records will be able to join, but parallel
support for capacity building in resourcepoor countries will be available.137 It seems,
then, that calls for a mechanism outside the usual instruments are coming from more
than one source, but with different approaches. Although both networks would claim to
be bottomup, Keusch and Medlin’s would be far less centralised than the GGI.

The usual instruments, or at least the two UNESCO declarations on human genetics
and the draft declaration on bioethics, seem to have been largely ignored in the
bioethics literature, despite their commitment to capacity building and knowledge
sharing. Article 18 of the UDHGHR reads,
States should make every effort…to continue fostering the international dissemination of
scientific knowledge concerning the human genome, human diversity and genetic research
135
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and, in that regard, to foster scientific and cultural cooperation, particularly between
industrialized and developing countries.138

Given this shared focus, it seems strange that Acharya et al fail to mention such
provisions at all in their papers. Perhaps such lack of recognition is inevitable,
considering their low opinion of international treaties and conventions. Any norms and
principles devised by the GGI are bound to duplicate the declarations to some degree,
however, particularly the DDUNB, which covers the bioethics field in general.
Singer and Benatar deem ethics capacity building absolutely crucial if documents
outlining research norms are to have any effect.139 They hold that it is simplistic to
assume that international instruments in themselves can promote ethical behaviour.140
Benatar writes,
While the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome, the first universal instrument in the
field of biology, sets out to safeguard human rights, fundamental freedoms and the freedom
of research, it is clear that there are many obstacles to achieving the high ideals expressed
in this document.141

Perhaps going some way towards answering this challenge, the declarations are
proving useful as standardsetting documents in Kenya. Their proponents are able to
lobby for their being incorporated into national law on the grounds that other countries
will be striving to do the same.142 They are not so visible in other contexts, however. By
contrast, the leaders of the 2002 African course on Genomics and Public Health Policy,
in the session on international regulation, failed to mention the 1997 declaration or the
upcoming 2003 one, or at least these were not highlighted in the detailed paper
describing the proceedings.143
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Dowdeswell, Daar and Singer argue that the capacity of developing countries to
participate effectively in international negotiations also needs to be enhanced.144 What
was striking at the January 2005 negotiations of the draft declaration on bioethics, held
at UNESCO headquarters in Paris, was the fairness of the procedures in allowing
every delegate equal voice, of which some developing and middleincome country
representatives took full advantage.145 On the surface, then, it would seem that this
capacity is already in place, but on closer inspection it appears that Held’s observations
about quality and quantity of representation at international organisations were borne
out. Whilst the United States IGBC member had several aides and submitted a number
of suggestions in writing, a significant proportion of which were later agreed upon,
those from Uganda, Malawi and Ghana were alone and were not present for a sizeable
part of the sessions.146
Another noticeable feature of the January 2005 DDUNB negotiations was that
consensus was only possible over noncontroversial issues.147 Some of these were
precisely the “everyday” issues that Berlinguer says have not been given proper
attention by the bioethics field; namely, poverty, illiteracy, living conditions,
marginalisation

and

exclusion,

nutrition,

water,

quality
148

reproductive and children’s health) and essential medicines.

healthcare

(including

Moreover, the issues

that the declaration will purposely avoid covering are “frontier” issues such as cloning,
beginning and end of life, stem cells and euthanasia.149 This may indicate that the
hopes of Berlinguer and the Joint Centre for the success of future consensusbuilding
endeavours are futile. Alternatively, it may illustrate perfectly the claims of Acharya et al
that a different framework to that of the IGO is necessary. Perhaps if Rischard’s “rough
consensus” technique had been adopted in Paris, more controversial issues could
have been addressed in the draft declaration. This seems unlikely, however; given the
diversity of opinions, even rough consensus would have been hard to achieve.
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Conclusion
What are the prospects for avoiding the potential harms of biotechnology and
harnessing its benefits for the improvement of human health worldwide? And what can
be learnt from examining the international relations literature in this context? Is
Benatar’s call for an “ethics of international relations”150 feasible? It is clear that any
initiative aimed at bridging the genomics divide must feature the local as much as it
does the global. Benatar, Berlinguer, the Toronto group and Keusch and Medlin all
suggest that overarching global entities need to be supported by initiatives at regional
and local levels, although they may differ as to the degree of emphasis that should be
placed at either end of the spectrum. This reflects Held’s prediction that finding the
appropriate level for effective governance for any given issue will not be obvious or
uncontentious.
The UNESCO instruments on human genetics have thus far received little attention
within the literature on genomics and bioethics. If this is related to their efficacy, there
are two possible interpretations relevant to the GGI’s prospects. Firstly, this may
demonstrate that there is indeed a need for a new kind of network for the management
of genomics. Conversely, the precedent set by the existing regulatory framework may
not augur well for any future governance system. Which of these alternatives turns out
to be the case will rest with both the reasons behind any problems facing the
declarations and the degree to which the new network is truly innovative. If the
declarations prove inconsequential because of some of the classic reasons that
international relations theory would predict, such as the lack of coercive power behind
nonbinding resolutions, whether or not the GGI will suffer the same fate will depend on
whether it is sufficiently different to overcome such difficulties.
If the GGI is successful as an instrument of governance, this could have implications
more broadly, for the project of cosmopolitan democracy. It would demonstrate that
deliberative democracy is possible beyond borders and that its outcomes can be
upheld without the need for coercive power. Archibugi predicts that the project will
come to fruition over a series of steps. The current plans for the reform of the UN151
could be one of these steps, the GGI could be another. Whether this is likely depends
on whether the goals of cosmopolitan democracy as a whole can be met. In order to be
a part of the GGI, nations will have to engage with human rights fully, recognising that
150
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they have a duty to address inequalities in health, and in order to do so will probably
have to give up some of their power and sovereignty. Thus the GGI could prove to be a
test case for cosmopolitan democracy.
“The problems of Africa are so enormous that the debate on genetic engineering has
had a minimal profile on the continent,” writes Benatar.152 This stark reality draws us
back to the crux of the problem, global inequality. The fundamental question must be:
how will global genomics governance affect health development? The facts of the
matter – the 10/90 gap that bioethicists are so fond of quoting – should move us
beyond mere theorising towards finding solutions to the very real problems of poverty
and illhealth in developing countries. Those affected can not afford to wait and see
whether something like the GGI or the virtual network will fulfil its aims. It is easy to be
critical and point out various reasons why such initiatives may not work, such as lack of
industry interest or the need for massive investment in information technology, but it is
far harder to suggest superior alternatives. At least things are being done, both
practically and to generate new ways of thinking. Acharya et al write:
International participation in global governance networks like the GGI can help prevent a
bleak future of even greater disparities between industrialized and developing countries.
Appropriate action now by the world community – governments, citizens and experts from
industry and academia – can shape a more equitable global future.”153 (italics added)

This is not just a philosophical debate; the fact is that the GGI, the UNESCO
declarations, the virtual network or a combination of all three, in the absence of any
better solutions, have to be successful in addressing gross inequalities in health, for the
benefit of those suffering from 90 per cent of the global disease burden.
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